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Abstract— The privacy preserving data mining is a technique 

which ensures the securely and privately mining of data in 

centralized or decentralized computation. The entire process 

involves collection of data, processing, and decision distribution. 

The combining data from various data sources (i.e. client, devices, 

servers, and other), increases dimensionality of data, and 

additionally results in communication, computational and storage 

overhead. In this context we need an efficient and effective 

technique which helps to achieve (1) a comparative study among 

cryptographic and noise based model (2) additionally an optional 

attribute selection algorithm is introduced which provides a way to 

reduce the dimension of data. (3) Improving the data utility after 

sanitization of data. Therefore two experimental models are 

proposed. First model is based on cryptographic method for 

achieving security and privacy. The AES and MD5 algorithm is 

used for cryptographic solution. Additionally for mining the 

encrypted data the Apriori algorithm and C4.5 decision tree is 

selected for experimentation. In the second experimental model 

we first prepare a noise model which accepts a range of noise level 

to introduce the noise over data. In next step the model compute 

the optional attributes to reduce the communication and 

computational over head. Finally the decision tree algorithm is 

employed to mine decision rules. This experiment is aimed to 

investigate the performance difference between noise based 

privacy preserving model and cryptographic PPDM technique. 

The comparative performance analysis is carried out in terms of 

accuracy, memory usages, and time consumption. The 

experimental evaluation demonstrates the noise based models are 

efficient then cryptographic models. The cryptographic models 

consume additional time for preparing cipher text. Secondly the 

dimensionality of data significantly impacts the performance of 

processing server as well as the communication network 

performance. Third, the controlled amount of noise can help to 

regulate data utility closer to actual data. Thus the proposed work 

is enhanced classical PPDM technique in order to compute 

decision rules accurately with less resource consumption in terms 

of network and communication. 

 

Index Terms— PPDM, privacy and security, decision 

mining, data dimensions, resource utilization, noise based 

PPDM, cryptographic PPDM. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The number of applications now in these days generating the 

data, such a huge data also includes a number of applications. 

On the other hand sometimes data are carrying the 

confidential and sensitive data. Therefore, privacy preserving 

techniques are required to secure the data in network as well 

as at servers. Thus the proposed work is motivated to design a  

 
 

 

lightweight, efficient and high utility model for privacy 

preserving of data. Let’s consider a network with a large 

number of network nodes. All these nodes can collect, send, 

receive and combine their data. The collected data by nodes 

are moving towards the base station. The base stations are 

managing and mining the information to extract the 

knowledge. All these process in a system is known as privacy 

preserving data modeling. That scenario is beneficial for 

various applications such as IoT (Internet of Things) network, 

banking and finance, medical and health care, and others. In 

this area we found the following key issues: 

1. During data aggregation, from the different parties, 

dimensions of data significantly increases, therefore a 

dimensionality reduction techniques is required 

2.  Which kind of security model can reduce the 

communication and computational overhead i.e. 

cryptographic or noise based approach  

In this context we involved two data models first is based on 

association rules and decision tree in a privacy preserving 

environment. The aim of the experiment is to identify the 

suitable classifier for good performance of PPDM (Privacy 

Preserving Data Mining) system in cryptographic 

environment. Second is aimed to design a noise based model. 

That incorporates a dimensionality reduction algorithm and a 

noise inclusion algorithm for sensitizing the data. It also 

consist the comparative study among noise based technique 

and cryptographic technique. The proposed study supports 

various kinds of applications so the following objectives are 

proposed: 

● To implement a cryptographically secure PPDM model 

at the data supplier: this module includes the 

development and design of PPDM model which is based 

on cryptographic security. The user encrypts their data by 

using a session key and communicates it for secure and 

private decision mining.  

● Handling data at the data aggregator for analyzing and 

distributing decisions: the data aggregator can be 

connected with multiple data sources. The data 

aggregation becomes complex and resource consuming 

due to the data dimensionality. Therefore we need to 

implement a dimensionality reduction technique to reduce 

the data dimensions. 

● Recovery of data and decisions only at the authentic 

party: the work also needed to design the data recovery 

technique at the authorized party. Therefore in 

cryptographic technique as well as in the noise based 

technique the data recovery system is prepared.  
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●  Reducing the dimension of data and improve the 

quality of data to ensure utility: the proposed work 

include the study of data sanitization approaches that help 

to reduce the information losses and improve the data 

utility.  

● Preparing a combined framework for producing 

supervised learning based privacy preserving data 

modeling: in PPDM environment for preparing the 

decisions for all the parties need to understand the utility 

of contributed part of data. Therefore the model includes 

the supervised learning techniques for proposed PPDM 

models. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The proposed work is motivated to design an efficient and 

accurate privacy preserving model which can support a large 

range of applications. In this context some key issues and 

challenges are discussed then their solutions are proposed. 

A. Methodology 

As the data is growing in a number of security flaws are also 

increases. In this work the data privacy and security is 

essential aspect of study. In a number of applications end user 

submit their personal and confidential information to grab the 

services. This data may used by the service providers to 

improve their business strategies. In this context the discloser 

of data at any level can harm the privacy of the end user. Thus, 

we need to design a secure, efficient and accurate way of data 

security and their processing. The following key issues are 

needed to be address: 

1. data dimension can impact the performance  

2. there are different PPDM models (i.e. cryptographic and 

noise based techniques) exist which kind of model is 

beneficial 

3. it is also investigate how the noise or cryptography can 

impact on the classifiers performance  

Thus the proposed work is developing two experimental 

models such as: 

1. Implementation of cryptographically secured PPDM: 

in this phase a client and server model is prepared where the 

different clients are submitting their data using 

cryptographic algorithm. Additionally two data models are 

used for verifying the utility of data.  

2. Implementation of noise based PPDM: in this phase a 

noise based data sanitization technique is used, additionally 

a dimension reduction algorithm is implemented. 

B. Privacy Preserving Data model using Cryptography  

This section discusses the cryptographic PPDM model. 

Additionally for achieving the objectives, thus a model is also 

demonstrated. 

a. System overview 

The work is intended to find an efficient and effective 

technique for mining privacy preserving decision rules [55]. 

In this environment, three actors are exist, first the data owner 

who have their own data, and for some essential task, submit 

their data to some organization or institution. That is 

necessary because without this information client does not get 

the required services. This data may involve some personal 

data, such as banking details, credit card information, and 

others. The second is an institution, which gathers various 

clients’ data. These authorities can supply and use this data in 

favor of the client. But in some conditions, it is required to 

club their data with others for making business-oriented 

decisions. The individual part of data is not sufficient for 

making effective decisions.  

But, the data discloser of end clients can affect the privacy and 

security. Therefore, before discloser of the data to any third 

party the sanitization of data required [56]. Finally, the third 

stack holder is the authority where the data is going to be 

disclosed. This authority is responsible for mining the data 

securely and privately, without disturbing the utility 

(application) of data [57].  Therefore, in order to deal with this 

situation the PPDM is required.  In this context, two popular 

techniques namely association rule mining and decision 

tree-based rule mining techniques are used. The aim is carried 

out a comparative study for finding the superiority and key 

points for extension.  

b. Proposed methodology 

The proposed methodology includes three main layers as 

demonstrated in figure 1: 

Connectivity and key generation: As we discussed the 

PPDM models includes the number of parties, who are 

contributing data. Therefore, when a party agreed for 

combine the data, then it is required to establish secure 

connection between the agreed parties and the server.  

 

Figure 1: Layers of PPDM Model 

In this context the following process is taken place as given in 

figure 2. The process is initiated when the data supplier 

(client) wants to combine the data with others, and start 

communication with the server. 

 

Figure 2: Connection process 
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Then, the client sends a connection request to the server. The 

server finds a connection request, then accepts the 

connection. After that, the server generates an 8 digit random 

number as the session key. The server sends this key to the 

client. The obtained key from server is used by the client to 

generate the encryption key. The encryption algorithm 

encrypts the input attributes and produced ciphered attributes. 

The cipher has been sent to the server for rule mining. In order 

to generate the cipher-text, the following process is used as 

demonstrated in figure 3. According to figure 3, the 

encryption technique accepts the data which is needed to be 

sent and the generated session key. The session key is passed 

over the MD5 algorithm, which produces the 128-bit hash 

code. This code is used as the encryption key. The AES 

algorithm is implemented for generating the cipher-text. The 

AES algorithm usages the 128 bit key and user input dataset 

attributes to encrypt the data. 

 

Figure 3: Encryption process 

Privacy preserving Association Rule mining: The rules are 

mined on the basis of two popular algorithms, Apriori 

algorithm and C4.5 decision tree. 

1. Apriori Algorithm 

Apriori is a data mining algorithm for association rules 

mining based on candidate set generation. It is designed for 

transactional databases. In order to understand the 

transactional database, let a shop has a collection of items, 

purchased by consumers [58]: 

● All subsets of a frequent item-set  

● And, all the combinations of item-set, are considered 

Prior to start, let us set the limits to half, for the support count. 

Step 1: create a frequency table contains all the items with 

their occurrence based on the transactions. 

Step 2: Those items are important that has the frequency 

higher than the support. The support value is selected by user, 

thus, items with less than support count are removed.  

Step 3: Next we need to prepare the subsets of the items. It is 

required to consider the combinations AB is the same as BA. 

We create all the possible combinations with two items. 

Step 4: The combinations are created with the two items we 

calculate the frequency in the transactions. 

Step 5: after that, eliminate the item’s pair which is lower than 

the support. 

Step 6: Now create the pairs of the three items. Start the 

search over the transactions for finding the combinations with 

their frequencies higher than the support count. This process 

continued until all the combinations are not covered. The 

algorithm of the described process is given using table 1: 

Table 1: Apriori Algorithm 

Process Apriori (T, ) {  

 ; 

 
 

 // It is Cartesian product  and eliminating any 

 size itemset that is below support count  

 

#increment count of all candidates in that contain 

in t  

= candidates in  with minSupport  

} 

    } 

return  

} 

2. Decision tree C4.5 or J48 

The second algorithm for decision rule mining is the C4.5 or 

J48 decision tree. That is an extension over ID3. Entropy and 

information gain is used to create data partitions. The attribute 

with higher information gain is used at a higher level. 

Algorithm continuously uses both steps to create sub-lists to 

create the tree. Thus information gain requires entropy first. 

To calculate the entropy, dataset contains two classes, T 

(True) and F (False). The entropy is measured for entire 

dataset D. For example, for binary classification the entropy E 

for dataset D is defined as: 

 

To reduce the depth of tree, selection of the best possible 

attribute is required for branches. The attributes with 

minimum entropy will be selected. Thus information gain is 

required to drop with respect to an attribute during splitting. 

The information gain, Gain (E, A) for attribute A is, 

 
The gain can be used to decide positions of attributes in the 

tree. The position of attribute depends on the two factors, first 

to create a small size tree, and to offer the required level of 

unfussiness. Algorithm returns the decision tree as learning 

consequences [59]. 

 Now the process involved in this technique is discussed using 

figure 4. The connected clients are sending to the server 

which is aggregated over a common dataset. The 

cryptographic process transforms entire data attributes. The 

ciphered data is used with the apriori algorithm and C4.5 

decision tree for generating the IF-THEN-ELSE rules. The 

rules are now ready to distribute among all the parties.   
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c. Decision Rule Distribution 

The data distribution for all the clients not required any 

complex process for recovering the contributed part of data. 

Therefore the prepared rules are transmitted to all the 

connected clients. The clients are usages a similar key and 

algorithm for decrypting the rules. Using this blind decryption 

process only those parts of attributes are recovered which are 

contributed by the parties. 

 

Figure 4: Rule generation process 

C.  Privacy Preserving Data modeling using Noise Based 

Technique 

This section provides the details about the privacy preserving 

technique based on noise inclusion, which reduces 

dimensionality of data to preserve the server resources and 

communication overhead. In this context the previous method 

is enhanced for recovering the higher informative attributes. 

The decision tree algorithm is used in this experiment for 

computing the decision rules. Secondly, the data dimensions, 

which are increases during the aggregation of data, a new 

algorithm are introduced to reduce data dimensions and 

enhance the utility.  

Over-fitted attribute removal 

First we involve a technique to handle over fitting of the data. 

Due to over fitting, the decision tree is not learning with the 

entire data and cannot recover the fruitful outcomes. The table 

2 is exploring the dataset attributes that can be used for 

learning. 

Table 2: Reducing dimensions for over fitting 

Input: Dataset D 

Output: Reduced data R 

Process:  

A.  

B.  

a.  

i.  

1.  

ii. 
 

1.  

2.  

iii.  

b. End for 

c.  
d.  

i.  

e.  

i.   

f. End if 

C. End for 

D. Return R 

Adding Noise on data 

In place of encryption algorithm, a range based noisy attribute 

creation algorithm is used. However, the data set may have 

quantitative and/or qualitative attributes. To sanities the 

quantitative attributes we usages the data normalization. 

Thus, the min-max normalization is used which is given by 

the following equation. 

 

In addition, we provide a range for noise inclusion varies 

between 0-1. That random noise is introduced at contributing 

end. That input is given by NR. Thus new value can be given 

by: 

 

In Addition, for dealing with the qualitative attributes, we 

mutate each character of the attributes and create new values 

to replace existing values. The processes of the handling data 

is incorporated in table 3. 

Table 3: Noise Adding algorithm 

Input: input dataset from previous phase R, Noise Range NR, 

circular queue  

Output: Noise added dataset ND  

Process: 

1.  

2.  

a.  

1.  

1.  

2.  

2. Else 

1.  

2. 
 

3. 
 

a. 
 

4.  

5.  
3. End if 

b.  
c. End for 

3. End for 

4. Return ND 
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After including noise to the dataset, the dataset attributes are 

transformed as noisy attributes. But the noise is distributed 

uniformly thus the utility of dataset is not being changed. 

Measuring Data Utility 

In order to measure data utility the correlation coefficient is 

suggested to be use. The correlation coefficient is denoted by 

r that told us relation between two vectors to define closeness 

of data. The closest value of r is 1. If r =1 or r = -1 then 

relationship perfectly defined. Data sets with values of r = 

zero show no relationship among them. Using this property 

we use it for electing the optional columns. To calculate the r 

we use the following eq. 

 
Where, 

Deviation of  variable  

Deviation of  variable  

N = number of instances    

Now the following algorithm is used for selection of optional 

attributes. 

Table 4: Selecting optional attributes 

Input: noise added data ND 

Output: Optional Data attributes O 

Process: 

A.  

B.  

C.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

D. End for 

E.  

F.  

a.  

1.  

b. End if 

G. End for 

H. Return O 

The optional attributes demonstrate less likely hood with 

respect to the class labels. But it may be possible, the optional 

attributes will work better then locally involved attributes. 

And, it may also possible the optional attributes enhance the 

classification accuracy. Therefore, entire data is combined 

and used with correlation coefficient for finding relevancy 

among class labels and attributes. We found no change in 

their r value. Thus, if the attribute not has the strong 

relationship then we can reduce the attributes. Server accepts 

the data from all the clients, and organized according to the 

class labels. After that the decision tree is prepared using the 

newly created dataset. The decision tree produces the tree, 

which is further converts into the IF-THEN-ELSE rules. 

These rules are distributed to all the clients. 

D. Data recovery 

To recover the actual values at the client the similar technique 

is used as described in table 4.9. To implement the process we 

need to reverse the values which are generated. Therefore to 

recover the categorical values the sequences of characters are 

replaced with the existing values. Additionally to recover the 

numerical values, the following two steps are used. 

 
Where, Ot is the value which is received by the server and 

NR is the noise value included before, and the  is 

min-max normalized data, we can recover the actual value 

using .  

Initially we have, 

 
Thus, 

 
And finally, 

 
Thus if we have 

 
 

Using the above given formulation the process involved is 

given in table 5. 

Table 5: Data recovery algorithm 

Input: Obtained rules R, Noise Range NR, circular 

queue ,  

Output: Noise free data D  

Process: 

1.  

2.  

a.  

1.  

1.  

2. 
 

2. Else 

1.  

2. 
 

3. 
 

a. 
 

4.  
5.  

3. End if 
b.  

c. End for 

3. End for 

4. Return D 
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III. RESULTS ANALYSIS 

The proposed work is aimed to design an improved privacy 

preserving data modeling system using two techniques that 

involves a cryptographic security and second is based on 

noise inclusion. This section provides performance analysis 

of both the models, and compares the performance of 

approaches. 

A. Experimental Scenarios 

In this work two experimental scenarios are involve both are 

explained in this section. 

1. Performance analysis of cryptographic PPDM Model: 

in this experiment a cryptographic technique, based on AES 

and MD5 algorithm is used to encrypt data at client end. 

Additionally two kinds of mining techniques are used, 

namely Apriori algorithm and C4.5 Decision tree. The 

performance of the models is evaluated. 

2. Performance analysis of noise based model: in this work 

two aims are involved, first a noise based model which is 

used to sanitize the data. Secondly an optional attribute 

selection technique is introduced to improve the memory 

and time resources. Using this approach we can also reduce 

the computational and communication overhead. The data 

mining technique is used to compute the decision rules. 

Finally the performances of the algorithms are measured. 

B. Analysis of Cryptographic 

The cryptography based privacy persevering rule mining 

technique is evaluated in this section.  

a. Accuracy 

In ML and data mining, accuracy of an algorithm is 

recognized as the number of decisions correctly made. 

Therefore, it is a ratio of total correct decisions and total 

samples for decision making. The following Eq. can be used. 
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Figure  5: Accuracy 

The accuracy of the privacy-preserving decision-making rule 

mining techniques using both the algorithms is reported in 

figure 5. The accuracy of techniques is given in the Y-axis, 

which is measured in terms of percentage (%). In addition, the 

X-axis of the algorithm shows the number of attributes. 

According to performance, the accuracy of both the 

algorithms is similar, but sometimes the performance of 

decision tree is better and sometimes the association rule 

mining based technique. However, the mean accuracy of the 

decision tree algorithm is higher as compared to association 

rule mining technique because of low ambiguity in decision 

tree-based rule mining. 

b. Number of Rules 

The performance of both the rule mining models namely 

association rule mining and the decision tree-based rule 

mining technique is described in this section by using the 

number of rule generation.  
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Figure  6: Number of rules 

Figure 6 shows the number of rules generated using both the 

techniques in the Y-axis, and X-axis shows the number of 

attributes involved. According to the results, the association 

rules mining based technique generates large number of rules 

as compared to the decision tree-based technique. Therefore 

using the association rules consumes more numbers of cycles 

are higher than the decision tree-based technique.    

c. Time complexity 

The time complexity of an algorithm is the amount of time 

required to process the data according to the algorithm. That 

can be computed using the following Eq. 
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Figure 7: Time expenses 
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The time complexity of association rule-based technique and 

the decision tree-based technique is described in figure 7. The 

time expenses of the algorithms are measured in terms of 

milliseconds (MS). In this diagram, the Y-axis shows the time 

consumed and the X-axis shows the number of attributes 

utilized for experimentation. According to the results, the 

time consumption for the association rule mining technique is 

higher as compared to the decision tree-based technique. 

d. Space complexity 

The space complexity is also known as memory usages of the 

process, when a process initiated for execution the system 

assigns a fixed amount of main memory to the process. The 

difference of memory free and total assigned is known as the 

utilized memory. In JAVA that is computed using the 

following Eq.  

 

 

Figure 8: Memory usages 

According to the obtained memory usages of association 

based and the decision tree-based rule mining techniques the 

results are demonstrated in figure 3.4. The memory of the 

systems is reported in the Y-axis and the X-axis shows the 

number of attributes involved. The experimental results 

demonstrate the memory usages of the techniques are 

increases with the number of attributes. Additionally, the 

memory usages of the association rule mining is significantly 

higher as compared to decision tree-based technique. 

C. Noise Based Privacy preserving model  

This section includes the comparison among proposed 

modified privacy persevering rule mining techniques and 

previously proposed technique. The similar parameters are 

used for comparison.  

a. Aim of experiments 

The proposed work is motivated to enhanced previously 

proposed PPDR model. That model includes encryption 

technique for sanitization of confidential data. That is 

replaced here with the noise based technique for hiding the 

sensitive and private information. In addition, to reduce the 

time and memory usages the utility of data is also measured 

and unreliable attributes were reduced. That may help to 

improve the computational cost. Therefore with the following 

aim the experiments are conduced. 

1. To compare the modified technique with previously 

proposed model  

2. To validate the utility of data after sanitization process 

adopted  

b. Accuracy  

The accuracy is known as correctly recognized ratio of 

samples by trained algorithm. Therefore, it is defined as total 

correct decisions and total samples. The following Eq. can be 

use. 

 

Figure 9: Accuracy 

 
Figure 9. shows accuracy of both the developed techniques. 

The Y-axis contains accuracy in percentage (%) and, X-axis 

shows the number of attributes as input. Accuracy of both the 

algorithms is similar. However, the mean accuracy of 

modified noise based PPDR algorithm is higher. 

c. Space complexity 

The space complexity of an algorithm is basically computed 

on the basis of process, when a process execution is initiated 

the system assigns an amount of memory to that process.  
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The amount of memory free from total assigned is known as 

memory usage. In JAVA it is computed as.  

 
According to observation of memory usages of both the 

techniques is demonstrated in figure 10. The memory of the 

systems is given in Y-axis and the X-axis shows the attributes 

involved for rule mining. The results demonstrate the memory 

usages of PPDR technique are increases with the number of 

attributes. Additionally the encryption based technique is 

expensive as compared to noise based technique. 

d. Time complexity 

The time complexity or usages is the amount of time required 

to process the data using algorithm. That can be computed 

using the following Eq. 

 

The time complexity of encryption based and noise based 

technique is reported in figure 11. The time consumption is 

noticed here in milliseconds (MS). The Y-axis of line graph 

shows the time consumed and the X-axis shows the number of 

attributes. The result says the time consumption of noise 

based technique is low as compared to encryption based 

technique. The line graph clearly demonstrates the gap 

between lines is increases with the size of attributes. 

Therefore the proposed technique can significantly for 

reducing the cost of algorithm execution. 

 
Figure 11: Time expenses 

e. Number of Rules 

The performance of both the PPDR model i.e. noise based 

technique and encryption based technique is described using 

number of rules. Figure 12 show the number of rules 

generated using both the techniques. The Y-axis includes the 

number of rules and the X-axis reports number of attributes 

involved in experiment.  

According to the results, the noise based technique generates 

the similar number of rules as the encryption based technique. 

But the noise based technique mostly generates fewer rules as 

compared to encryption based technique. 

 

Figure 12: Number of rules 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This section involves the conclusion and future extension 

plan. The conclusion is made on the basis of experiments and 

theoretical investigation. The facts are reported as the 

conclusion and limitation of the work as future extension.  

A. Conclusion 

A number of applications exist where additional or delegated 

attributes are required for making precise decisions. In this 

context agreed parties are outsource their data. But, they are 

worried on discloser of data and decisions.  Thus applications 

needed to sanitize and prevent the privacy loss of the end data 

owners. Therefore, we indented to improve the data modeling 

for the following: 

1. Investigation and performance analysis of the 

cryptographic PPDM and noise based PPDM models 

2. Identification of less essential attributes which can be 

reduce for improving the computational and 

communication overhead 

3. Introducing a range based noise function that help to 

regulate the noise level on the training data and improves 

the data utility. 

Therefore there are two different models for decision rule 

mining is proposed: 

1. A cryptographic algorithm is implemented with the help of 

AES and MD5 algorithm. The MD5 usages user’s session 

key to generate the cryptographic key and the AES 

algorithm is used to encrypt data in client end. Finally 

encrypted data is communicated to the server for decision 

rule mining. In order to mine decision rules C4.5 decision 

tree and Apriori algorithm is used. The experimental study 

demonstrates the C4.5 algorithm performs superior with 

higher data utility. 

2. The next technique is focused on the decision tree 

algorithm to study the PPDM model. In order to handle the 

over fitting cases an outlier detection and removal 

algorithm is proposed. Using this algorithm user can reduce 

the attributes form the data. Further a noise mixture 

algorithm is proposed to sanitize the sensitive information. 

Then the data is being used for mining rules. But the data 
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utility is main concern. Therefore an enhancement also 

included to compute optional attributes. The optional 

attributes having less bounding with the target class labels. 

Therefore the data can be reduced at the client end to reduce 

the communication overhead and computational overhead. 

After that data attributes are transmitted to the server where 

the data is processed using decision tree algorithm. The 

rules are recovered and distributed to all the parties. 

The proposed models (i.e. encryption based and noise based 

model) are developed using the JAVA. Moreover, to maintain 

and preserve the performance the MySQL Database is used. 

The system is evaluated using different parameters, and their 

summary is given in table 6. 

Table 6: Performance summary 

S. 

No. 

Parameters  Encryption based  Noise 

based  

1 Accuracy  Low  High  

2 No. of rules  Higher  Low  

3 Memory usages  Higher  Low  

4 Time expenses  Higher  Low  

According to the experimental results, both the models are 

enhancing the performance of existing system in terms of 

resource consumption and utility of the data. The 

improvement is noticed for data utility, time consumption and 

the memory requirements. 

B. Future Work 

The main aim of the proposed work is to improve applications 

of Privacy and maintaining data utility. The experimental 

study according to the aim is achieved successful using two 

models. In near future the following work is proposed. 

1. Most of models are developed for either the rule based 

mining (association rules and decision rules). Additionally 

the supervised learning approaches are used. In near future 

the work is focused on unsupervised learning process 

2. The current work is focused on the data discloser cases in 

near future the model is developed which works for human 

error based data discloser 

3. Employing the proposed methodology under the real world 

application  

4. Improve the model to accept heterogynous data types. 
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